Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 3:07 am
serpentwalker666 wrote: “I used marijuana in my earlier years. And it had such a
profound effect on me compared to others it was insane. I agree it absolutely makes
people docile and makes the chakras and aura leak energy. And alters your brain in
terrible ways. I went into a state of delusion for a while. seeing creatures and things that
were non existant. All kinds of things, because it screwed up my brain back then. It took
me a while to get it back together and come back from the gates of madness..... lol. But
im fine now. i know this may sound extreme or just too out there. But i know what i
experienced and it was not pretty.... And i know what it did for me was absolute torture.
Everyone else was fine. .But me. Most assume it is a harmless plant. From my
experiences. I see it as a weapon. But im sure alot goes under the radar. It can really
crack a hole in your subconcious mind and really screw you up.”

It's very simple with these things like weed and so forth. There are people investing into addictive
substances, the big sharks, and also the globalist 'Illuminati', sorry I meant Kike oligarch, invisible
government. Well, the not so invisible government. Sorry I meant the GODDAMN BLATANTLY
OBVIOUS- YOU ARE DENYING THE FACTS IF YOU DON'T ADMIT IT- Jewish government.
I am not writing to force people to change their mind in regards to drugs. But to remind you of
some lingering issues which many people forget about that.
As with anything deadly, it's promoted as a good thing to begin with. Tobacco has cost more lives
than WW1 and WW2 combined, but when the Jews were investing in the early stages in it, they
hired doctors and so called 'scientists' to promote this thing as some sort of divine relaxant, positive
thing, that does so well about any anxiety problem one might possess. It became the 'kool' thing to
do during Hollywood and so forth.
Marilyn Monroe sits there with her cancer stick, and apparently, why she gets all the boys is
because of the cancer stick. So if you buy copious amounts of cancer stick, you will get all the boys.
So you buy copious amounts of cancer stick and all you get is disease. And no boys.
Just so that people know, the Torah is very supportive on drugs and hemp and so forth. So this
pushing of this is deliberate by the Jews. All of which lead the stoner movement. Below a book on
the subject. I have skimmed through this thing myself. They also believe it drops spiritual defences.
Which many people who have used the drug from here have pointed out thousands of times.
https://www.amazon.com/Cannabis-Chassid ... 157027262X
Drugs are like the new tobacco now, especially weed. They make it seem Gangsta or revolutionary,
but the real revolution any more is to not do drugs. Given anyone stones themselves. And as you
can see, the argument about how good drugs are, is really improving our societies (lol). Because as
we all know, life and society do not improve by labour and evolution, you just evolve because you
smoke some hemp and sit in an epileptic state while looking at the wall.

All these pastry boring Xians go about saying 'Oy veh drugs are good to you, turn to Jesus'. Turn
from excrement, to go and swim in diarrhoea. The world the enemy has created is boring, and their
messages bombard people to some sort of 'very uplifting experience'. Unfortunately people don't
know, and they are naive, or have no life purpose, so why not? They poison themselves to escape
from this grim useless reality they have been enslaved into. Only to find themselves going slowly 6
feet deeper every time.

The real solution to drugs is not some bullshit solution people preach. But spirituality. People yearn
for spiritual experience which causes altered and elevated states. So because they don't get this, they
resort of drugs. This is the replacement for spirituality in the Jewtrix, and an ultimate punishment
imposed upon the people who have spiritual tendency. So the enemy punishes them by getting them
hooked into drugs. This inclination would have been spiritual instead and could really lead people
to a higher level.
"Everything that kills the Goy is a good thing, and everything that weakens the Goy is given to the
Jews by 'god' to distribute". The protocols of the elders of Zion have a full page on the matter of
pushing drugs to weaken the populace.
Add the drug culture, the race mixing, the massive retardation, the subjugation through workforce
slavery, the hate they have created in public education by making it boring edjewcation, the
consistent boozing out and so forth, the low culture in general. And you get a populace which is
completely beaten, lost, and easily controlled. Drugs are one of the corpus in this morbid octopus of
Jewish control.
When you do drugs, you are telling the drug cartels to keep going, while making the enemy richer.
The people who are suffering to create poppies, cocaine and all the related filth, die in slums and
they get nothing absolutely, they work like serfs and slaves.
In order for these to exist, people die, people are worked to death (see Colombia) and whole
countries get ruined simply because you are too bored to meditate and want to 'get high' like a swine
who has been hit on the head with a bat. You are being criminal and selfish by doing drugs, that is
the truth. Interestingly so, both parties the Jews dupe, the people who create these for them (Their
slaves) and the people who use these (Slaves) both get destroyed and suffer for their whole life. The
only winner out of this situation is the Jew.
Given millions die and perish each year by these habits, and millions of others have their whole
countries enslaved so that addicts can have dope, and so that Israel can make money. Supply and
demand. If you demand this, know, each time you are asking your Jewish dope dealer, that some kid
is worked to death and some people perish in the Opium Wars. One of which was the war in Iraq.
Arguing with people who have been deep into drugs is also useless. They are so much into the
meme of how painful they are, or how they are going after 'fun'. Well, until they become burnouts.
As they have no conscience either. All they care is about 'feeling high', until their little brain is too
'resistant' to this crap and they overdose or something, and when problems kick in, they just most of

the time spit on the face of people who try to help them, or get them into this.
Arguing with Potards or people on drugs shows how selfish these people are. There are people who
get panic attacks, anxiety, lose their sanity, contact HIV, and get all sorts of other lingering issues
from drugs. Yet these people just insist on 'sensible use' and other bullshit, and push to open this to
the whole of society. Which ultimately would get people to be destroyed, or at least a very striking
number who due to weakness would fall addicted and ultimately even perish from it.
They don't care if the whole of society becomes a drug addict, opening innocents to such
possibilities, and they don't care about the people who suffer either, they don't care how much it can
ruin lives and families worldwide. All it matters is if they feel OK with it and that they can get the
ability to sedate themselves. Who cares if some children have their hands cut in Colombia or get
abducted like drug lords because their dad did not deliver their coco sauce? That doesn't matter at
all. What matters is their 5 minutes of petty.
This is the epitome of human selfishness. So when many people portray drug addicts as some sort
of broken snowflakes, let's also see it from the other side, these people are selfish as fuck. They are
literally saying how 'hurtful' they are to excuse their nasty habit which kills millions and so forth.
The other dudes who say they just do it for fun, even worse, they literally have no reason to do
drugs at all.
Those who quit this nasty habit will be rewarded with health, internal repair, and internal pleasure.
Drugs are designed in such a way that they also rob your natural abilities to relax and generally
incapacitate you so that you use them all the more, and all the time. This is literally how it works,
otherwise, drugs wouldn't be a profitable business. It's like drinking water with a pierced stomach.
You feel the satisfaction in your tongue but you never get hydrated. This process goes on until a
person dies miserably, or develops serious issues that need a lot of time to repair.
As for those who are serious, nature and the Gods have you covered. This extends beyond race, and
beyond any other condition, as Satan gave spiritual gifts to literally everyone existing, that is,
granted people want to take a little time to apply. Those who lay off these destructive habits and
follow a good meditation schedule, in a balanced and proper manner, will be consistently rising in
the ladder of inner warmth and happiness, extremely high and also stable levels.
These types of drugs have been created to hide the higher spiritual reality from all the people of the
earth. People may fancy what they mimic, but only few will be entitled to these states. Something
which every Satanist can achieve in ways these people cannot even figure out.
Do not let others poison you for a quick buck. Have stature, don't waste your time with filthy
objectives.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 3:57 am

FancyMancy wrote: “According to someone I know, people somewhere, I think they
said in a European country, have been learning which type or types of formulae are
'safe' for people to have. I don't know all of the ins and outs of them, but there is
supposed to be at least one which is 'the best' and doesn't have any harmful side-effects.
Of course, this person is a 'Without', and despite knowing some things, they said if they
had enough money by whichever means, they'd spend it on being high all the time.
There is also at least one group or team of dedicated volunteers which employs harm
reduction through education, working to promote the safer practice of drug consumption
of any sort through free, straight-forward, honest information and support in the context
of harm-reduction techniques.

Yes I have heard of many arguments people that want to smoke put forth. All I see they try to
create different conditions to just keep on the same meme. Clean or not, drugs are not real,
and you are always externally dependent. In the case of meditation you have the dependency
upon nobody, master of yourself.
Why not meditate on his pineal for 30 minutes a day... And be high all day, without the
slightest backlash whatsoever, when he opens his crown? Which is also for free...

Re: Drugs
by natalie_lion's_heart » Tue Jan 09, 2018 9:33 am
http://www.mapi.com/blog/the-ayurvedic- ... juana.html
"In Ayurveda, cannabis used as a recreational drug is considered toxic to the mind and body. It has
been used for thousands of years as a component in various preparations but not as an isolated
herb....
Medical Research on Marijuana (Cannabis) Current reviews of the medical research literature
suggest that daily consumption of cannabis in teens is associated with depression and anxiety and
development of schizophrenia. Studies indicate that its use can have an irreversible, long-term
effect on the brain. Imaging studies show significant changes in brain function and, with continued
use, the appearance of functional ‘holes’ — vast areas of brain matter that are dysfunctional. There
is some evidence that regional structural changes are associated with cannabis use patterns as well
as measures of psychopathology. The volume of cortical grey matter is progressively reduced in
schizophrenia, with larger grey matter volume decreases associated with cannabis use. A current
neurophysiological model indicates cannabis-induced schizophrenia is a distortion of normal latepostnatal brain maturation. Adolescent exposure to cannabis transiently disturbs physiological
control of the endogenous cannabinoid system over brain function. As a result, THC (the primary
active ingredient in cannabis) may adversely affect adolescent experience-dependent maturation of
neural wiring within prefrontal cortical areas. Depending on the amount, time and duration of use,
this may ultimately lead to the development of psychosis or schizophrenia. Together, these studies
highlight the cannabis-related dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex, the central switchboard of

executive control and decision-making. Think of the prefrontal cortex as the highest, most powerful
value of the ‘intellect.’ As such and as part of a distributed neural reward system, the prefrontal
cortex is responsible for guiding our thinking, emotions and behavior along evolutionary, nondestructive pathways. Drugs can be used, abused or addictive. Abuse is a behavior that continues to
occur in the face of obvious negative consequences because one is uneducated or unaware;
however, addiction is a brain disease characterized by impaired behavior control that is evident to
others while the individual affected becomes increasingly distorted and dysfunctional in their
thinking, feelings and behaviors. Gambling may be exciting, but you end up in financial and family
ruin most of the time. THC disrupts prefrontal cortical function communication with other brain
regions. If the prefrontal cortex goes offline, then our ability to monitor and respond properly to
negative outcomes (think of a variety of brain and behavioral problems) is reduced and eventually
lost. One is left with the addiction and increasing difficulties in life. Recent research suggests
chronic interference with the endocannabinoid system by marijuana use may facilitate drug
dependence and impair the body’s natural homeostatic balancing mechanisms."

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 8:50 pm
EnkiBR wrote: “I used marijuana during 5 years .. Until today I regret because this is
illusion
Today am I clear...
and about the coffe .. it's a drug too
changing the subject, the coffe is good for the body , mind ??
A doubt that I have
Thankss friends !”

Coffee has some side effects, but to my knowledge, that's it. It's not bad. The worst thing that it can
do is that people who drink too much can cause their adrenals to be exhausted. Dehydration is
another thing. But many people get so deep into coffee they can't operate without it. So it's not that
good either.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Tue Jan 09, 2018 8:54 pm
random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now legal
recreationally and medicinally.
Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else though, perhaps
it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work diligently regardless.
High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects, while high
CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the CBD because too much
THC can really mess with your thinking, it has mine. In fact, it has scared me what I
have thought sometimes.

There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or continue
to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”

Do you think you are special because you smoke a plant? That's another part of it. That since you
smoke something you are so 'special' and 'different'. Most people are stoning themselves on a
frequent basis. You are indeed quite 'normal' in that regard.
It's just a habit. With bad side effects. For many people, a nasty one. As you said it makes you lazy
but you resist it, and also causes you other episodes as well which trouble you, but you seem to, for
now, overcome.
But it causes problems.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 12:53 am
Alexander wrote: “Any opinion on ''drugs'' like psilocybin mushroom, it does not lead
to physical dependence, and a lot of people reported very positive effects from taking
these mushrooms, even life changing and reality altering experiences.
Obviously everything needs moderation and this not something to play with or not take
seriously, but would you guys charecterize psilocybin mushrooms as something
negative that should be avoided at all costs?”

I do not characterize drugs as simply bad. They are useless. Useless means just that, useless. One
simply does not need them. Doing some useless things can also highly damage you, such as in the
case of drugs.
You do not need shrooms to have a good spiritual experience, you don't need shrooms to feel better,
you don't need cocaine to feel confidence, or weed to help you relax.
I think many of these people are over-exaggerating, granted, they have been feeling like shit all
their life, from not doing sports, meditation, following a proper diet, getting constantly wasted,
smoking cancer stick and so forth. Therefore, any improvement in the above train-wreck condition
is seen as a very good and 'positive' experience.
People also believe in these drugs so much. In other words, it's their belief in the drugs that causes
the changes. If you believe that a banana gives you so much intense energy, you can actually feel
eating banana's way more than someone that doesn't.
Spiritually speaking all drugs are from the 'fake side' and the negative aspect of reality. There are no
spiritual outcomes from drugs, just material hallucinations. One example is the stoner pseudo mage
Crowley, he was magically infertile and powerless. At best, they alter your material body, while
causing issues and imbalances at the soul. The soul (what you carry with you through multiple

lifetimes) gets worn out by usage.
Drugs are like going on a merry go round. You see the world spinning, but nothing is spinning. It's
all a lie and bollocks. It's also very lonely, so to say. Spiritual experiences transform you from the
inside and out, they don't just mess with your biochemistry.

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 12:56 am
Stormblood wrote:
random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now
legal recreationally and medicinally.
Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else
though, perhaps it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work
diligently regardless.
High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects,
while high CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the
CBD because too much THC can really mess with your thinking, it has
mine. In fact, it has scared me what I have thought sometimes.
There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or
continue to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”

“You are neglecting the spiritual effects and the fact it's proven to lower intelligence.”

Considering 155 IQ is supremely intelligent and high scientist material, but 160+ range is like top
scientist material etc, we can understand that even if one gains or loses 5 points here, it's crucial.
There are studies where there have been 10 whole IQ points lost. Let alone other implications. So
one can go from 'very very intelligent' to just 'intelligent' from using pot. And from intelligent to
average. And from average to retard.
The other thing I have noticed on people who smoke pot, is very slow reaction times. This is
another very dangerous thing. Quick reaction time can save your life and the life of other people
around you, while very slow reaction time can actually get you killed, as in driving or wherever
else.

Re: Drugs
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 2:14 am
I grew up in an area with normalized weed use. A person could walk down the street burning a joint
and the cops wouldn't even really care. I have had the chance of seeing what weed use is like across
the board, with many different kinds of people. From low-functioning potheads to higher-

functioning people who didn't smoke it as much.
What I noticed is, it comes down to the simple amounts of use. Even high-functioning people were
being robbed, just more slowly, of their cognitive ability and energy by smoking it in smaller doses
and damaging their brain function on a smaller-scale. And I noticed people who were highfunctioning could slip into lower-levels of functioning as they would start to use it more and more
for whatever reasons.
I noted the same with drinkers a high-functioning drinker would start becoming more and more
low-functioning as their drinking increased, even more ‘til, in some cases, they drank themselves to
their death.
random321 wrote: “I live in California, in America, where marijuana is now legal
recreationally and medicinally.
Marijuana has not ruined my life. I suppose just like with anything else though, perhaps
it has ruined others. It may make you lazy, but I work diligently regardless.
High THC percentages in marijuana give you the trippy psychedelic effects, while high
CBD percentages give you a calming healing effect. I prefer the CBD because too much
THC can really mess with your thinking, it has mine. In fact, it has scared me what I
have thought sometimes.
There are many people in society who are financially successful and have or continue
to, smoke marijuana. I have never been "normal" anyway.”
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Re: Drugs
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 5:19 am

The big deal with the Jews pushing drugs, Veganism, garbage food that sedates people and such is it
weakens the psyche to the point one is under the influence of their matrix of energy more. The more
drugs one does the more degenerate they start to behave. It’s a total weakening influence.
In the future, druggie people are going to have to be put in camps and told they are not leaving till
they get fully clean and stay clean.
This is a toxic plague that is ruining society on every level and destroying the very basics of a free
society. It’s also started, and run, as a form of Jewish-espionage against the Gentiles. The people
with liberal naïve arguments against this can be locked up for a few months with the drug fiends
and this will change their mind. No mistake, every "liberal" Jew argument made about drugs is one
that allows the flow of drugs to an even higher insane degree in the Goyim society.
Stop letting the people ruining your society and lives, as a form of criminal espionage, in their racial
holy war on you.....DICTATE YOUR OPINIONS......duh.
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Re: Drugs
by HP Mageson666 » Wed Jan 10, 2018 9:02 am
This has been the problem with Liberalism. It’s become a licence to kill the very things that allow
for legitimate freedoms to exist. I have noted, the more famous talking heads on Youtube who claim
liberalism are really just selfish bastards who pride themselves foolishly on promoting the ruining
of society as long as they can gain artificial pleasures in the mean time. You cannot trust these
people, as they will lie for personal profit and measure situations only by personal advancement.
The problem with Liberalism has been the criteria of giving rights on the grounds they are to be
assigned to and why. And who they are to be assigned to and why. The assignment of lasting rights
can only be granted based upon that which is real and thus giving the rights to this is simply a
recognition of what already is.
Granting of rights, to false claims, causes society to become built upon lies that consume it.
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Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Jan 12, 2018 1:04 am
Samyaza Lovatt wrote: “I agree with many posts in this thread but anyone who thinks
that certain drugs are useless (I'm talking about party drugs like alcohol, cocaine or
ecstasy) are useless or that there is absolutely no reason to take them probably has a

limited social life. Who wants to go on a night out at a nightclub or something and be
perfectly sober the whole night?”

I am not arguing the existence of incentive. There is definitely incentive for people to do these
things or they wouldn't be doing it. However what I am trying to remind, possibly angering many
people in the group, is that there are BETTER incentives, and that you should ultimately have the
skill to be free on your own. You don't need drugs to express yourself.
"We had a lot of fun outside. We vomited in a toilet, we kissed or fucked people we had no idea
about, we were worried about who may have contacted something that night or who has wore a
condom or not, supposedly we had very pleasurable sex we don't remember with whom, what or if
about. We had no balls to be social and due to being wimps we did some cocaine to self defeat our
own inferior idea about ourselves, and because we can't dance without external help cause we are
too restrained and sit like ducks and too afraid of what others will think of us, we used copious
amounts of alcohol. Then because we can't go towards ecstasy by intensive dancing and so forth, we
had some ecstasy."
When you understand that this civilization is giving you normal human states in the form of drugs,
because it has bound you beyond understanding, then you may understand how useless drugs are.
You can dance, have sex, socialize, and exist in a super intense manner without ingesting random
substances. People did so for centuries...

Re: Drugs
by HoodedCobra666 » Fri Jan 12, 2018 1:13 am
Obviously, you have zero idea of what the "Kundalini surge" is, or any of other spiritual state. One
would never parallel these states to something as fake or as useless as drugs. All that Meth does is
take your brain chemistry and shoot it into oblivion. So it destroys people very quickly.
Drugs are only false, low level, broken mirrors, of what other states of mind do. But the real fact is
they are nothing at all, just material alterations of your biochemistry. Your perception, your real
perception, is not in anyway changing to a major extent. It's just like putting your head in water.
You see the world differently, but your perception abilities remain the same, but are also altered and
reduced. Staying too long under water can deteriorate these.
You are confusing your drug habit with your soul destiny, because you want to over-idealize a
useless sport. It wasn't drugs that brought you to Satan, if anything, if you went down that hole, it
would further prevent you.
The fact that you have your coffee in the morning doesn't decide if you will click the JoS later that
night. You have made this choice in a deeper part of yourself way beforehand.
People are defending/vouching drugs more than Jewsus Christ...Both dealt by the same
(((author)))...

13th_Wolf wrote:
EnkiUK wrote: “Brilliant op HC as per pal.
I have tried every "drug" under the sun not something to be proud of but
enough to be able to tell my daughter not to take anything when she is older
i havent drank alcohol for 8 or 9 years now and the "drug" use was before i
got jail age 22.
Take a few legal "drugs" now lol coffee, Prescriptions (prob worse)
Love the op, one to keep and read over thanks”

“Was something I was thinking about before coming to Satan. Thank the fucking gods I
didn't. I now see how certain states that different drugs can put you under are just
elements of innate spiritual abilities. Meth triggers the kundalini surge, acid opens up
the pineal gland in an unnatural way etc. I've only ever done MDMA ("maj"), acid,
cocaine once and smoked weed ("bud" we called it) for around a year and a half. The
latter I regret the most.
I remember me and my old group of mates were planning years ago to take other
hallucinogens like shrooms and DMT to see the effects. I honestly think that
hallucinogens though-are harmless under the right conditions and circumstances. Both
of the above are natural, Acid however (LSD) is chemically derived and most tabs
contain plenty of other substances today. I am aware that not everything "natural" is
necessarily a good thing to take and that the effects of the above hallucinogens can be
reached by oneself. However, I am open to the point that they could act as "tools" to aid
advancement if you will- not to depend on but to help in opening up spiritually.
Like how animals were gifts from Satan, what if it is the same situation with these
compounds? Unless it turns out as HC said, they fuck with your IQ XD. I'm not quite on
with that but I don't think natural hallucinogens do much of anything to your
intelligence, only your perception and awareness. Before weed, I was actually quite
bright, though shy and non-SS. Weed, though it bugged my brain later on when I was
abusing it- did cause me to question my life more enthusiastically (I have said this
before somewhere on this forum). Along with Maj (also a hallucinogen, but also an
amphetamine). I honestly believe to this day I wouldn't have come to Satan as fast as I
had if I had not tried these 2 substances, especially MDMA. Everything in my life
changed that day in-terms of how I perceived it.
Then again, I first found the JoS when I was 12 , 3 years before I was seriously abusing
the aforementioned though I did not take it srsly nor did I remember the info. That as
well, I was quite young when I came to such a lifestyle. I feel though I am able to
reverse the damage done to my intelligence over the years. I am not heeding the HP's
when I am saying this- abuse of drugs DOES lower reaction time, IQ etc. though it can
definitely be reversed through PM. Anyone reading can take my experience as advice
and steer clear of abuse-curiosity however can be satiated by those who feel so to some
extent.
Saytan Abbrasa”

